As of 12/1/2021
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- Liana Bayne, Executive Assistant #4061
- Mary Ann Chatelain, Financial Services Specialist #2056
- Cheryl Lantz, Financial Services Specialist #4178
- Ellen DeFriece, Administrative Office Specialist #4426
- Susan Thomas, HR & Student Employment Coord. #463
- Holly Thornton, Library Finance Specialist #7215
- Carolyn Schubert, Dir. of Research & Education Services #6551
- Kelly Miller-Martin, Dir. of Facilities Operations #6549
- Laura Montanez, Facilities Operations Coordinator #989
- Heather Roberts, Building Operations Coordinator #568
- Esther Butler-Miller, Building Operations Coordinator #8194
- Jeff Campbell, Head of Public Services #383
- Kelly Miller, Dir. of Facilities Operations #6549
- Laura Montanez, Facilities Operations Coordinator #989
- Heather Roberts, Building Operations Coordinator #568
- Esther Butler-Miller, Building Operations Coordinator #8194

Librarian Liaisons
- Kathy Clarke #1568
- Brian Flota #1062
- Kelly Giles #6552
- Liz Chenevey #7247
- Elizabeth Price #6042
- Lara Sapp #7501
- Brian Sullivan #1536
- David Vess #2325
- Alyssa Young #6540
- Maia Willey #1821

- Stefanie Warlick, Interim Associate Dean #4217
- Rebecca Blair, Library Services Coordinator #332
- Library Services Supervisor Team
  - Vida Agyeiwaah
  - Julia Chill
  - Malory Cunningham
  - Ban Mansoor
  - Liz Rich
  - Lauren Spar
  - Catherine Weaver
  - Elise Wulchin
  - Sara Yiwen Rakas
  - #2056

- Andrew Evans, Student and Scheduling Coordinator #6546
- Matthew Kennedy, Library Services Spec. #8338
- Nathaniel Barker, Library Services Spec. #6548
- Rick Frederick, Circulation Assistant #5990
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JMU Libraries’ Vacant Positions

Instructional Faculty Vacant Positions

- vacant Associate Dean, Discovery, Access & Technology #1818
- vacant Instructional Faculty #1112
- vacant Associate Dean, Academic Engagement #1887

Classified Vacant Positions

- vacant Library Specialist I #8191
- vacant Instructional Faculty #6523
- vacant Instructional Faculty #6536
- vacant Instructional Faculty #7831
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